
November News & Updates 

Oliver Bedeman 

Brighton Highlife 

Brighton Highlife has now drawn to a close. Thank you so much to everyone who
visited and supported Oliver Bedeman and his solo exhibition of works with us. It
has been a treat to have the gallery filled with the dreamlike atmosphere Oliver's
figurative paintings encapsulate.

The full collection of works is still available to view on our website: here. 

Ros Newman

Woman of Steel 

With the very sad news of Ros Newman's recent passing we have been reflecting
back on her life as an inspirational woman and prolific artist. Her Woman of
Steel retrospective with us in 2019 showcases her lifetime work as a sculptor; her
beautiful creations that hold so much of who she is remind us that we will always
have a part of her.

Ros developed her unique technique of oxy-acetylene welding in the early 60s and
had an incredible artistic career spanning over more than half a century. Ros
transformed heavy steel into airy, delicate figures; each piece encapsulates so much
effortless movement, so full of life. Ros would sketch not in pencil, but in wire,
creating 3D sketches. Our exhibition with Ros followed her closing down of her
studio in 2018 and her welding equipment went to another woman of steel, sculptor
Rachael Long.

Our deepest sympathies go out to her daughter Delphi, granddaughter Cece and
nieces Chloe and Damaris.

“Steel found me and I embraced her with all my passion…”
- Ros Newman

New Collection 
Coming Soon 

 

This winter, a new collection of artworks is coming to the Fairhurst Gallery. We are
very pleased to be showcasing a varied selection of pieces from a range of different,
local artists. Stay tuned for more details coming soon.
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Christmas Open Studios 
 Thursday 16th December 

5-8pm 

The Fairhurst studio holders present a Christmas Open Studios; opening the doors
to their studios to showcase their recent creative endeavours. They each will be
offering a chance to look around their spaces and see where and how they create
their individual works, with a glass of warm mulled wine and mince pies. 

We look forward to sharing more about our upcoming events and welcoming
you into the gallery very soon. 
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